BV CHINA M&O PROCEDURES RELATED TO NOV. CORONA VIRUS AT THE REQUEST OF ATTENDANCE AT CLIENT PREMISES AND OR ONBOARD THE VESSELS.

AA- GENERAL PROTECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES TO BE PUT IN PLACE

1- Regularly washing your hands with soap and running water thoroughly for at least 15 seconds and using hand sanitizer.
2- Properly wearing the mask by tightening up the nose clip and pulling the bottom of it over your chin so that your nose and mouth are both covered
3- Using gloves
4- Other PPE relevant your inspection/surveys/test
5- Make sure that compartments/manufacturer places/offices have good air flow. Always wear a mask in those places.
6- Seek prompt medical attention if you have symptoms of fever and respiratory infection
7- Avoid close contact with people.
8- Daily monitoring of body temperature
9- As far as practicable not to eat uncooked foods,
10- As far as practicable, surveyors shall not accept lunch or dinner prepared at clients’ kitchens.
11- Informing the client responsible person on BV Shanghai Emergency Contacts details

BB- ACTIONS EXPECTED FROM CLIENTS (SHIYARDS, SHIP CREW/REPRESENTATIVES, MANUFACTURERS)

1- Local government requirements are followed. In case your attendance for surveys is requested by the client, relevant authorization letter or document shall be presented, where applicable.
2- Review and familiarization of company/ship procedures to define how strengthen actions for prevention and control of the new coronavirus infection for employees, visitors, subcontractors, etc.
3- List of company employees, subcontractors and their relatives recently visited Hubei Province and other concerned Provinces and the records of their health situation. Such employees to be subject to a quarantine period of 14 days before being assigned to the job as per requirements imposed by local Government of Central Government.
4- Monitoring of body temp. of employees, subcontractors and visitors as per developed procedures.
5- List of clients’ personnel to be in contact with BV surveyor and confirmation of their health condition and temp monitoring records.
6- Nomination of a Responsible Person and communication of Emergency contact details and emergency plans. Where applicable checking of daily sterilization/disinfection methods and relevant records.
7- For ships recently visited Chinese ports, preventive measures as shown above to be implemented aboard by the ship management.
8- Once above conditions relevant to impact on health of attending surveyors, STOP WORKING AUTHORITY (SWA) shall be implemented

CC- BV EMPLOYEES/CLIENT EMPLOYEES RECENTLY VISITED HUBEI PROVINCE AND OTHER CONCERNED PROVINCES

1- After arrival their work location from Hubei province and other concerned provinces as per government requirements they should stay at home at least 2 weeks for quarantine
2- They should regularly check body temperature and report it to their management
3- If possible they should visit the hospital for Corona Virus detection test